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Biological History: 
1000-1700 A.D. 

In the eyes of many human 
beings, life appears to be a 
unique and special phenome
non. There is, of course, some 
truth to this belief, since no 
other planet is known to bear 
a rich and complex biosphere. 
However, this view betrays an 
"organic chauvinism" that 
leads us to underestimate the 
vitality of the processes of self
organization in other spheres 
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of reality. It can also make us forget that , 
despite the many differences between them, 
living creatures and their inorganic counter· 
parts share a crucial dependence on intense 
flows of energy and materials. In many 
respects the circulation is what matters, not 
the particular forms that it causes to emerge. 
As the biogeographer Ian G. Simmons puts 
it, "The flows of energy and mineral nutri· 
ents through an ecosystem manifest them· 
selves as actual animals and plants of a par· 
ticular species."l Our organic bodies are, in 
this sense, nothing but temporary coagula· 
tions in these flows: we capture in our bodies 
a certain portion of the flow at birth, then 
release it again when we die and micro· 
organisms transform us into a new batch of 
raw materials. 

The main form of matter·energy flow in 
the biosphere is the circulation of flesh in 
food chains. Flesh, or "biomass;' circulates 
continuously from plants to herbivores, 
and from herbivores to carnivores, giving the 
ecosystem its stability and resilience. (This 
basic food chain is in reality only one among 
several, forming a system of interlocking 
chains referred to as a "food web.") The foun· 
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dation of any food web is its plants, which 
"bite" into the stream of solar radiation, 
captu ring some of it as sugars by means of 
photosynthesis. Plants are the only nonpara· 
sitic creatures in an ecosystem, its primary 
producers, while the animals who eat flesh 
(plant or animal) are mere consumers. The 
complex microflora and microfauna that 
process the ecosystem's waste are as impor· 
tant as plants, since these organisms rem· 
ineralize and reinject dead plant and animal 
bodies back into the web.' Compared to 
plants and microorganisms, "higher" animals 
are just fancy decorations in an ecosystem, 
consuming and transforming biomass with 
decreasing efficiency as their size increases ' 

For this reason, the emergence of an eco· 
system is typically described as a succession 
of plant assemblages that interact with each 
other, passing through several stable states 
until they reach a "climax." A temperate for· 
est, of the type that characterizes the Euro· 
pean continent, for example, begins as an 
assemblage of lichen and moss, followed by 
scrubby birch and aspen, then pine forest, 
and finally a mature oak, lime, elm, and beech 
forest .' Although it may appear otherwise, 
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this process of succession does not have the climax state as its goal. 
Rather, the emergence of an ecosystem is a blind groping from stable 
state to stable stale in which each plant assemblage creates the condi
tions that stabilize the next one. A variety of historical constraints (ener
getic, material, dynamical) determine at some point that there is no 
other stable state attainable from the current one, and so the process 
climaxes. This is, of course, just another example of a meshwork of 
heterogeneous elements evolving by drift. A more realistic model of this 
meshwork would have to include microorganisms, the myriad insects 
and other small animals that play key roles in the flow of biomass, and 
even some "decorative" large predators, like tigers, wolves, or early 

humans. 
This section explores the relationships between medieval cities and 

towns and the ecosystem in which they grew-not only the forests they 
devoured as they proliferated but also all the other interactions they 
maintained with biological entities, especially microorganisms. Here we 
will argue that even though plants were in a way submitted to the control 
01 the towns, microbes resisted control much longer (if indeed we can 
say that antibiotics have finally brought them under our command, which 
may not be quite true). And then, of course, we must consider that other 
uncontrollable element of ecosystems, the climate. Both infectious dis
eases and changing weather patterns played a great role in urban history, 
making epidemics and lamines part of the "biological regime" that domi· 
nated urban and rural life until the eighteenth century. 

From a different perspective, cities and towns may themselves be 
considered ecosystems, at least to the extent that biomass circulates 
through them to feed their inhabitants. The diagram of this circulation, 
however, must include processes occurring outside cities and towns 
because urban centers have always depended on their countrysides for 
food. In human-made ecosystems, the inhabitants of the surrounding vil
lages are the primary producers while city dwellers. despite their cultural 
sophistication, are mere consumers. Moreover, this parasitic relationship 
can be reproduced at a larger scale. In the early sixteenth century, for 
example, as cities grew and developed trade links with one another, their 
food began to flow from ever remoter supply zones. First eastern Europe 
was transformed into a vast " countryside" for the urban complex to its 
west, then America and other foreign lands were converted into resource 
depots to leed western European cities. 
Thus, ours will be a dual story, one tracing our biological connections to 
nonhuman life, the other describing the gradual conversion of the world 
into a supply region to fuel European urban growth. We begin by dis· 
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cussing the principal difference between natural and urban ecosystems: 
their degree of homogeneity and heterogeneity. 

Ecologists have learned from their empirical study of ecosystems that 
there is a close relationship between stability and the degree of species 
heterogeneity in a food web. However, the nature of the connection 
between the two is not yet fully understood. In the early seventies, some 
mathematical models of ecosystems suggested that there may not even 
be a connection: webs of randomly assembled species tended to become 
more unstable as new species were added; diversity bred instability. 
However, all that those models proved was that real ecosystems are not 
random assemblages of species, but self·organized meshworks in which 
species are interconnected by their functional complementa rities: prey 
and predator, host and parasite.s According to one ecologist, heterogene· 
ity endows these meshworks oot so much with stability (the capacity to 
maintain a state with relatively minor internal fluctuations) as with resili
ence (the capacity to absorb major external and internal fluctuations by 
switching between several alternative stable states).' Continental forests 
are an example of these resilient webs of interlocked species. Islands 
far from the mainland, on the other hand, are more homogeneous and 
less capable of absorbing shocks and may be drastically destabilized by 
a sudden influx of a new species. 

The cities that began multiplying in Europe at the beginning of the 
millennium were like so many islands in the middle of a large temperate 
forest in its climax state, dominated by oaks and elms. Cities are like 
islands in two different ways. In terms of climate, cities are "heat 
islands," separated from their countrysides by a sharp difference in tem· 

perature? Large furnaces and machines that emit heat, a mineral iofra
structure that stores heat from the sun and then releases it at night, and 
low evapotranspiration are among the factors that contribute to making 
large cities concentrations of waste energy. In medieval times, of course, 
only a few regional capitals and gateway ports (if any) had mineralized 
and industrialized enough to become heat islands. But all medieval towns 
big and small were islands in another respect: their low degree of species 
heterogeneity. A typical medieval town can be described as a tightly 
packed assemblage of humans, a few species of animals and plants, and, 
as one writer has put it, "a lumpen·proletariat of insects.'" 

Because towns are necessarily parasitic on their rural surroundings, 
urban ecosystems encompass more than what is found inside their walls. 
A town with three thousand inhabitants, a medium-sized town in the 
Middle Ages, needed to control the lands of at least ten villages around it 
(an area of approximately five square miles) to ensure a constant supply 
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of edible biomass. Thus, although density of population is the criterion 

normally used to define an urban center, Femand Braudel argues that the 

division of labor between food producers and consumers (and the power 
needed to impose and maintain it) is the true defining trait of urban life.' 

We should not imagine, however, that the medieval distinction between 
the urban and the rural was as sharp as it is today. "Even the large towns 

continued to engage in rural activities up to the eighteenth century. In 

the West they therefore housed shepherds, gamekeepers, agricultural 
workers and vinegrowers (even in Paris). Every town generally owned a 

surrounding area of gardens and orchards inside and outside Its walls .... 

In the middle ages the noise of the flail could be heard right up to the 
Rathaus in Ulm, Augsburg and Nuremburg. Pigs were reared in freedom 

in the streets."!O 
The main characteristic of an urban ecosystem is its homogeneity: 

human beings shorten al/ food chains in the web, eliminate most interme· 

diaries and focus all biomass flows on themselves. u Whenever an out· 
side species tries to insert itself into one of these chains, to start the 

process of complexification again, it is ruthlessly expunged as a "weed" 
(a term that inctudes "animal weeds" such as rats and mice). Medieval 

towns were, in this respect, no exception. Moreover, the agricultural lands 
that fed these towns were themselves simplifications of the lorests they 

had replaced. When a piece of forest was cleared to create arable land, 

an assemblage of plants in its climax state was driven back to its very 
first state of succession, its species composition homogenized and its 

energy and nutrients redirected toward a single center. (Yet, for the same 

reason, it was transformed into a place where plant species with "oppor· 
tunistic" reproductive strategies [Le., weeds] could mUltiply.) 

The same held true with respect to animals. Several domesticated 
species (pigs, cattle, goats) may be considered biomass converters, which 

aid the process of shortening and redirecting food chains. For example, 

cattle and goats transform indigestible biomass (leaves, grass, sprouts) 
into edible flesh and milk. Pigs are even more efficient converters (one· 

fifth of the carbohydrates they eat are transformed into protein), but they 
feed mostly on sources that are also suitable for human consumption. 12 

They can nevertheless ser ve as living storage devices for unpredicted 

surpluses. Together, humans and their "extended family" of domesticates, 
113 the historian Alfred Crosby call!: it, transformed a heterogeneous mesh· 
work of species (a temperate forest) into a homogeneous hierarchy, since 

all biomass now flowed toward a single point at the top. In a sense, a 
complex food web was replaced by a simplified food pyramid, at least In 

those areas where urbanization had tr iumphed. 
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This homogenization, however, had to be maintained through the sheer 

weight of human numbers. Whenever the human population declined, the 
animals and plants that were excluded from the urban ecosystem made 

a comeback. Roughly speaking, Europe's population increased between 
1100 and 1350 and between 1450 and 1650; it declined between 1350 
and 1450 and again between 1650 and 1750. In the periods 01 decline 
humans had to struggle to keep their place at the top of the pyramid: ' 

The whole of Europe, from the Urals to Ihe Straits of Gibraltar, was the 
domain of wolves, and bears roamed in all its mountains. The omnlpres. 

ence 01 wolves and the attention they aroused make wolf.huntlng an index 

of the health of the countryside, and even of the towns, and of the charac. 
ter of the year gone by. A momentary inattention, an economic setback. 

a rough winter, and they multiplied. In 1420 packs entered Paris through 
a breach in the ramparts or unguarded gates. They were there again in 

September 1438. attacking people this time outside the town, between 
Montmartre and the Saint·Antoine gate. u 

large predators continued their viSitations until the end of the eigh. 
teenth century, by which time human hunters had nearly driven them to 
extinction. And yet they were not the only species for whom human 

beings were a food source. Of greater importance, and of more enduring 
influence, were the "mlcropredators," the diseases that ate human flesh 

from within. Contagious diseases and their hosts form complex, nonlinear 
dynamical systems with several possible states. When the population of 

hosts is insufficient, or Insufficiently packed, making contagion difficult 

for the microorganism, the dynamical system enters an unstable state 
called "epidemic," and the population of germs grows explosively until it 

bums out its human fuel. When, on the contrary, overall population and 
population density are beyond a critical threshold, so that there Is always 

a fresh supply 01 flesh for the pa rasites to infect (typically small children), 

after a few epidemics the dynamical system stabilizes into what is called 
an "endemic" state. Human survivors 01 the disease become immune 

the microorganisms fose some of their virulence and microbe and hOs~ 
enter into a state of mutual accommodation. In William McNeill's words: 

'" 

Only in communities of several thousand persons. where encounters with 
others attain sufficient frequency to allow infection to spread unceasingly 

Irom one individual to another, can such diseases persist. These communi. 
ties are what we call civilized: large, complexly organized, densely popu. 

lated, and without exception directed and dominated by cities. Infectious 
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bacterial and viral diseases that pass directly from human to human with 
no intermediate host are therefore the diseases of civiJila tion par excel· 

lence: the peculiar hallmark and burden of cities and of countryside in con· 

tact with cities. They are familiar to almost all contemporary humankind as 
the ordinary diseases of childhood: measles, mumps, whooping cough, 

smallpox and the rest. ... Most and probably all of the distinctive infectious 

diseases of civilization transferred to human populations from animal 
herds. Contacts were closer with the domesticated species, so it is not sur· 

pr ising to find that many of our common infectious diseases have recognil' 
able affinities with one or another disease afflicting domesticated animals. 

Measles, for example, is probably related to rinderpest and/or canine dis· 

temper; smallpox is certainly connected closely with cowpox,., influenza is 

shared by humans and hogs. 14 

Medieval cities, with their intimate packing of domesticated animals 

and humans, were veritable "epidemiological laboratories." They offered 

certain microorganisms the perfect habitat in which to evolve novel vari
ants. Since their very existence would go unrecognized for many centuries, 

this crucial component of urban ecosystems was effectively outside of 

human control. Although quarantine measures existed in Europe since 
the fifteenth century, most cultural accommodations to infectious disease 

were habits and routines that developed without a conscious plan, by trial 
and error. These were, in a sense, cultural materials that accumulated 

unconsciously, sorted out by the pressure of the parasites themselves. 
Hence, germs and humans formed a meshwork, coevolving through drift, 

in stark contrast with the rest of the food hierarchy at the service of 

urban culture. 
It is easy to discount the importance of energy and nutrient flows by 

unduly emphasizing the cultural elements that inevitably flow alongside 

them. For example, Claude Levi·Strauss pointed out decades ago that bio· 
mass does not enter human society in its "natural" state: it is at the very 

least processed through the "civilizing" power of fire. In turn, the differ· 
ence between raw and cooked biomass becomes a largely symbolic oppo· 

sition, appropriated by myth and legend. ls Culture also regulates the 

flow of flesh, distinguishing between taboo, sacred, and everyday foods. 
The increasing elaboration of sauces and complex dishes which began in 

Europe in the fifteenth century (and in China and Islam much earlier) 

added more and more layers of culture to the circulation of raw matter· 
energy. However, these cultural additives, important as they were, should 

not blind us to the fact that ultimately it was still the nutritional value of 

the flow that mattered. Nothing serves better to remind us of this fact 
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than the recurrent famines that plagued Europe and other continents, 

not only in medieval times but until the very eve of the Industrial Revolu
tion. In extreme cases, people would not only eat biomass that had not 

been culturally sanctioned (such as grass, bark, or even soil), but, more 

importantly, they would break the most powerful of alimentary taboos 

and eat human flesh . 

Famine recurred so insistently for centuries on end that it became incorpo
rated into man's biological regime and buill into his daily life. Dearth and 

penury were continual and familiar even in Europe, despite its privileged 
position, A few overfed rich do not aller the rule, It could not have been 

otherwise. Cereal yields were poor; two consecutive bad harvests spelled 

disaster .. ,. For these and other reasons famine only disappeared from the 
West at the close of the eighteenth century, or even later., .. A privileged 

country like France is said to have experienced 10 general famines during 
the tenth century; 26 in the eleventh; 2 in the twelfth; 4 in the fourteenth; 

7 in the fifteenth; 13 in the sixteenth; 11 in the seventeenth and 16 in the 

eighteenth, We obviously offered this eighteenth century summary without 
guarantee as to its accuracy: the only risk it runs is of over·optimism. 

because it omits the hundreds and hundreds of local famines. 16 

Famines and epidemics were two biological phenomena that competed 

in importance with the purely cultural phenomena of the times. Culture 
is not a completely separate sphere of reality, but instead mixes and 

blends with flows of organic (and even mineral) materials. So far we have 

emphasized only one of these organic flows-biomass-but of equal 
importance is the flow of genetic materials through generations, Without 

this flow, organized flesh would exist in forms as ephemeral as hurricanes 
(and other nonorganic self,organized entities), and, moreover, it could not 

evolve. Since evolutionary processes far exceed the life span o f individu· 

als, any significant accumulation of adaptive traits requires genetic mate· 
rials to be registered and stored, 

In the view which dominated the West for two millennia the traits that 

define a given species were necessarily tied together for all time since 
they were expressions of an eternal essence, Today we know that there is 

nothing necessary about these accumulations. Species are historical con· 
structions, their defining traits a purely contingent collection assembled 

by means of selection pressures, which act as a genetic sorting process, 

In a very real sense, much as our bodies are temporary coagulations in 
the flow of biomass, they are also passing constructions in the flow of 

genetic materials. As Richard Dawkins has put it, plants and animals are 
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merely "survival machines" that have been built to house and perpetuate 

the flow of genes, or replicators: 

Replicators began not merely to exist, but to construct for themselves con

tainers, vehicles for their continued existence. The replicators that survived 

were the ones that built survival machines for themselves to live in ... • 

Now they swarm in huge colonies, safe inside gigantic lumbering robots, 
sealed off from the outside world, communicating with it by tortuous. indio 

rect routes. manipulating it by remote controL l7 

For the biogeographer, the flow of biomass through food webs is 
paramount: for the evolutionary biologist. the flow of genes through gen

erations is what matters chiefly. It is clear. however. that the bodies of 

animals and plants are transient agglomerations of materials derived 
from both of these flows, and not only for the obvious reason that living 

creatures must eat (and avoid being eaten) to successfully reproduce. 

A more fundamental reason is that the very structural and functional 
properties of these bodies cannot be explained in terms of genetic mate

rials alone . Between the information coded into genes and the adaptive 

traits of a plant or animal (i.e., between genotype and phenotype), 
there are several layers of self-organizing processes, each sustained by 

endogenously generated stable states, themselves the product of matter

energy flow. Genes are not a blueprint for the generation of organic 
structure and function, an idea implying that genetic materials predefine 

a form that is imposed on a passive flesh_ Rather, genes and their prod

ucts act as constraints on a variety of processes that spontaneously 

generate order, in a way teasing auf a form from active (and morpho

genetically pregnant) flesh .i8 
Unlike an ecosystem, which is a meshwork of highly heterogeneous 

elements. the gene pool of a species may be seen as a hierarchy of 
homogeneous elements. As the physicist Howard Pattee has argued. the 

crucial function of genes is to force individual molecules within a cell to 
obey the cell itself, and similarly lor individual cells in a tissue. individual 

tissues in an organ. and individual organs in an organism. At each rank 

01 the hierarchy. the genes' purpose is to constrain the lower level to 
behave in ways determined by the immediately upper leveLl9 If we imago 

ine a case in which the selection pressures on a species have had the 
time and opportunity to work themselves out (i.e .. to eliminate many 

genes from the pool and drive others to fixation), the resul tant species 

will indeed be a very homogeneous entity. 2<I Of course, in reality most 
species retain a degree of heterogeneity. particularly il the selecting envi-
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ronment is itself heterogeneous in time or space. Besides, a totally homo· 

geneous species would be incapable of evolving, since natural selection 

requires variation in the gene pool as its raw material. Nevertheless, com· 
pared to ecosystems, the gene pool of a species may be seen as a struc

ture with more command elements in its mix. 

Although highly homogeneous, the gene pool of the human species is 
still variable due to the large variety of ecosystems that humans have col

onized. as well as to cultural taboos against interracial marriage. How

ever. whatever heterogeneity remains in the human gene pool affects only 

our outward appearance and has little adaptive value, with some excep· 
tions. For example. in northern Europe during the Middle Ages, there was 

a gene coding for an enzyme that allowed adult humans to digest raw 

milk. Elsewhere. in the populations of China and Islam, for instance. the 
gene did not exist, so milk had to be culturally processed (transformed 

into cheese or yogurt) before it could be digested. Another gene. which 
was distributed to some degree along the Mediterranean but was much 

more prevalent on the west coast of Africa, allowed its human carriers 10 
resist "being digested" by malarial parasites.~l 

Most human traits are not, of course, determined by a single gene. 
Skin color, for instance, involves several genes (or more technically, pairs 

of alleles, alternative genes for the same position in a chromosome). 

More importantly, most of the genes that aren't common to all human 
communities de line literally superficial trails: skin color, hair form, body 

shape, and stature. Despite the fact that these traits may have some 

adaptive significance, the real importance of this heterogeneous "outer 
shell" is our use of it as a basis for cultural differentiation and racial 

stereotyping. Truly objective analysis (objective. that is, in comparison to 

the caricatures of objectivity that Social Darwinists and eugenicists have 

given us) of the genetic makeup of the body as a whole reveals a stark 
genet ic homogeneity. Interestingly, the genetic variation among individu

als of a particular race is greater than the variation between races: 

Of all genetic variation, 85% is between individual people within a nation 

or tribe .... The remaining variation is split evenly between variation 

between nations within a race and variation between one major race and 

another. To put the matter crudely. if after a great cataclysm. only Africans 
were left alive. the human species would have retained 93% of its total 

genetic variation. although the species as a whole would be darker skinned. 

If the cataclysm were even more e~treme and only the Xhosa people of the 
southern tip of Africa survived. the human species would still retain 80% of 
its genetic variation.22 
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The genes that define the "outer shell" (as well as those few that 

involve biologically important functions, such as resistance to malaria or 

the ability to digest raw milk) evolved in historical times, which proves 
that the human gene pool is still changing. But this kind of change ("geo

logically" slow change) has not played the central role in the dynamics of 

the human gene pool. That honor is reserved for large migratory move~ 
ments that mixed hitherto separate populations. For example, the medi

eval distribution of blood types owed more to ancient migrations than to 
natural or cultural selection.23 From the genetic perspective, the causes 

of human migration (a famine, for instance) are less important than its 

effects: the homogenizing or heterogenizing consequences of injecting 
DNA from one local gene pool into another. "Migration is of the greatest 

genetic relevance. It is the vehicle for the mechanism of evolution that 

today is producing the greatest evolutionary effect, allowing the incorpo
ration of new genes into established gene pools, enhancing intrapopula
tion and reducing interpopulation variabitity_"z. 

When human migration is not a movement into previously empty space, 
it involves the Invasion of other people's lands. In terms of its effects on 

the local gene pool, we may distinguish those cases involving the exter
mination of the local population (and hence a replacement of one gene 

pool by another) from those where the aim is to subjugate the locals and 

use them as a workforce. In this second case there is coe~istence between 
groups, which allows a small trickle of genes to pass between the two 

groups, despite the social barriers separating one pool from another. 
This genetic e~change typically occurs from the conqueror 's to the con
quered's po01.2~ 

Several invasions played important roles in shaping the composition of 
European gene pools. Luigi Cavalli Sforza has discovered in the distribu

tion of genetic materials in present-day Europe an almost circular pattern 

of some of its components, with its center in the Middle East. After ruling 
out the hypothesis that selection pressures could have generated this 

circular gradient (there does not seem to have been enough time for this 
to happen spontaneously), he has concluded that it was produced by 

an ancient invasion, which brought agriculture from its place of origin in 

the Fertile Crescent to the European continent then inhabited by popula· 
tions of hunter-gatherers. The long- and widely held belief that agricul

ture was intrinsically superior to hunting and gathering, and hence that it 
had spread by the diffusion of ideas, has been largely refuted by recent 

research.26 The old way of obtaining food was as efficient as the new one, 

so agriculture could not have won over the European population because 
of its intrinsic superiority; instead, invasion and replacement of some 
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local populations played a key role in spreading the new economic system 

across Europe. Sforza's computer simulations, however, indicate that to 

generate the circular pattern we need to allow some acculturation of the 
remaining hunter·gatherers, involving both cross-marriage and adoption 
o f the new technology. 

Although some aspects of culture, the least normative and binding, do 
travel freely from mind to mind (and from cullure to culture), other aspects 

more central to a society seem to migrate alongside its genes. According 
to Sforza, languages are a good example of cullural materials that are 

spread through invasions. linguistic norms do not diffuse easily from cul

ture to culture (with the exception of individual words), so local languages 
are easier to kill by eliminating their speakers than to change by local 

adoption 01 foreign norms. Another portion 01 medieval Europe's gene 
pool was contributed by Indo-European invaders who brought genetic and 

linguistic materials to the continent and e~terminated many local commu
nities and languages. 

Medieval European gene pools were also affected by the coexistence 

of (and gene flow between) different pools. (The expansion and retreat of 
the Roman Empire and the gene flow between Latin and Germanic pools 

belong to this category, as do the genes that arrived with the Mongol and 
Moor invasions, and those spread by the Jewish Diaspora.)21 The inten. 

sity and form of this gene flow were, in turn, affected by cultural institu

tions: the degree to which marriage occurred outside the group (the 

degree 01 e~ogamy) or the distribution of marriage distances (longer lor 
urban than for rural marriages), for example.x In consequence of the 

various patterns of migration through Europe over the millennia, the enti. 
ties we designate as "races" today are simply the historical outcomes of 

these homogenizing genetic flows, and racial groups are differentiated 
only by their "outer sheJl": 

Britons, so conscious of their race, are, in fact, an amalgam of the Beaker 
Folk Of the Bronze Age, the Indo·European Cells of the first millennium 

s.c., the Angles, Saxons, Jutes, and Picts of the first millennium A.D., and 

finally the Vikings and their parvenu grandchildren, the Normans .... 
[Hence] the notion that there are stable, pure races that only now are in 

danger of mi~ing under the influence of modern industrial culture is 

nonsense. There may Indeed be endogamous groups, largely biologically 
isolated by geography and culture from their neighbors, such as the 

Pygmies 01 the Ituri Forest, but these are rare and not perfectly isolated In 
anyevent.29 
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Another crucial role migration plays in urban dynamics affects less the 
composition of a city's gene pool than the vital processes of the city them
selves. Medieval towns, and indeed all cities up to the late nineteenth 
century, were not self·reproducing entities. That is, they did not repro
duce their population by simply combining the flow of biomass from the 
countryside with the genes that had accumulated within their walls. Death 
rates in urban centers exceeded birthrates for many centu ries (mortality 
rates among inlants and the poor were especially high), so cities were 
always in need of migrants Irom the countryside . SiKieenth-century lon
don, for example, needed about five thousand rural migrants a year.XI 
And, of course, since many of these immigrants were poor, their mortality 
rates (and even more so, their children's) increased the moment they 
passed through the city gates, which explains why towns were commonly 
referred to as "death traps." "Yet towns, particularly smaller central 
places (as opposed to ports, proto·industrial cities, or great capitals), were 
by no means always death traps .... Infant mortality, the key component 
in normal times (has been calcula ted to be] equal for rural areas and 
smaller market towns; 25 to 33 percent of the children up to five years, 
as opposed to 40 percent to 50 percent In larger cities. " 31 

In the nineteenth century, improved water treatment (and other sanita· 
tion policies) and mutual adaptation between humans and microorsanisms 
began to reverse the trend and urban birthrates climbed above death 
rates. But before that (and in many places, a Ions time afterward) towns 
were as dependent on rural areas for the influx of genes as they were for 
the influx of food. Genetic materials from rural gene pools did not. of 
course, mix free ly with those of the city's own gene pool (i.e., the genes 
of lesitimate citizens of the city, who could transmit their rights and oblig
ations to their progeny). Rather, the two pools coexisted and exchanged 
small flows of genes. For instance, a typical way of gaining citizenship was 
to marry a citizen's daughter (hence injecting outside genes); and, of 
course, citizens' genes found their way illegitimately into the migrant pop
ulation's pool. 

This brings us to the question of the social structure of urban centers. 
So far we have described urban ecosystems as pyramids in which short
ened food chains redirect all energy toward the apex, but the existence 
of social classes implies that the apex itself has a hierarchical structure; 
that is, it is divided into several niches arranged in ranks. Niche is the 
term used by ecologists to define the position of a given species in a food 
web. It takes Into consideration the energy used in searching out and 
obtaining food, as well as that spent in avoiding being eaten. Each 
species has its own peculiar way of performing these two tasks, and 
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these behavioral and physiological adaptations define its "job," or niche, 
in an ecosystem. The ecologist Paul Colinvaux has proposed that, to the 
eKient that different social classes do not have equal access to different 
types of food (and other energy resources), they might be said to be 
social niches.32 In the Middle Ages, for instance, many peasants surv ived 
on a monotonous diet of bread, gruel, roots, and cooked tubers. They had, 
in Colinvaux's terminology, a very narrow niche. The elites, on the other 
hand, whether feudal or urban, had access to a larger variety of food
stuffs, including large quantities of meat and luxury items (e.g., spices). 
They had a wide niche. In reality, of course, things were more complex 
and changed over time. 

Colinvaux's general point, however, seems to apply regardless of chang
ing historical details. He argues that, just as wild animals must adjust the 
timing and quantity of their reproductive output (e.g., breeding season 
and clutch size) to square with the resources available to them, so, too, 
must humans. In particular, he argues that there is a close relationship 
between niche width and number of offspring. Peasants and the urban 
poor, part icularly recent immigrants, lived in a penurious but inexpensive 
narrow niche, so their reproduct ive "calculations" led them to conclude 
that they could afford many children. Wealthier classes, on the other 
hand, desirous of raising wide-niche children, "calculated" that they could 
afford fewer progeny.33 

This line of argument corresponds with the populational phenomenon 
known as the "demographic transition"; the more urbanized a given soci
ety, the lower it s fertitity rate. As a general statistical phenomenon, this 
transition dates to the end of the nineteenth century, but there is some 
evidence (from cities such as Geneva and Venice) that wealthy classes in 
the West limited their reproductive output long before that. "Although 
here the picture is particularly uncertain and complex, it may be that 
urban dwellers were the first in large numbers to restrict family size with
in marriage, as well as to shape desIred family size to economic circum
slances."3t Many additional factors must be brought to bear to make 
Colinvaux's model more realist ic. The inherent uncertainty of the pre
industrial urban environment, particularly the high infant-mortality rates, 
made it hard to calculate even a satis factory family size. People had to 
produce extra children as insurance against famine and disease, and in 
the case of farmers, as potential economic contributors. Moreover, there 
were collective mechanisms of population control; 

Preindustrial western Europe exhibited one striking and aberrant character· 
istic. While population did tend to grow In the presence of abundant land, 

m 
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the rate of increase alwar.> remained moderate. The fertility rates, lower 
than in olher societies, indicate the presence of preventive checks to births. 

These Checks were communal rather than individual, and amounted to a 
European system of social control of fertility. The most common mode of 

control in western Europe was to impose socia-economic conditions on mar

riage: a tenancy or guild membership lor the groom, an appropriate dowry 
for the bride. As a result, people were often forced to marry late and many 

remained single throughout life because they could not achieve an indepen
dent situation.l5 

The changing rOle of women in medieval society is another factor that 
must be added to ColinvaUlc's model. Recent studies of the demographic 

transition in modern times make it Increasingly clear that a widening of 

women's niches is as important as urbanization in inducing this bifurca
tion in the Third World. Women's access to education, contraceptives, 

and jobs (that is, any expansion beyond the narrow niche of "breeder"), 
as well as increased decision-making power in the process of family plan

ning, Is a prerequisit e for the transition.]!; To the extent that women are 

forced to exist within narrow niches, gender distinctions are very much 
like class or caste distinctions. That is, reproductive strata are also hier

archical structures, only on a smaller scale, since familial hierarchies 
exist within socioeconomic ones. 

In the previous chapter we noted that hierarchy building consists of 

two distinct operations, a homogenization performed by a sorting 
process, followed by a consolidation through coding into legal, religious, 

or other formal regulations. This is not. of course, a strictly sequential 
process: in practice, even after a code has been established, new sorting 

operations continue, alongside or even against the regulated routines. 

Reproductive niches (or strata) may be seen as the result of such a hier· 
archy-building process. The initial homogenization is performed on mate

r ials supplied by the biological substratum. Some of the traits that are 

genetically determined in a simple way (raw-milk digestibility, malarial 
resistance) exist as sharp dichotomies (an individual either possesses the 

trait or does not), while traits determined by the interaction of multiple 

genes (or pairs of alleles) form a more or less continuous statistical distri· 
bution. The ability to bear children is of the first type, while most of the 

secondary sexual characteristics (the ones used to define gender roles) 

are of the second type, Consequent ly, with respect to the Important cate· 
gory of secondary sexual characteristics, genetic materials create two 

fuzzy statistical distributions (one for males, the other for females) with 
an area of over/ap.31 
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When we compare these overlapping fuzzy sets With cultural defini

tions of gender, in which reified essences such as "rationality" or "emo

lionality" are sharply dichotomized, we can be sure that a homogenizing 
operation has taken place. For example, women have traditionally been 

denied fighting (or even self-defense) skills. In comparison to biologi

cally vital functions such as giving birth and taking care of children (as 
well as making biomass edible, by grinding, soaking, cooking, and fer

menting), fighting may not seem so important, alleast not before state· 
directed wars of conquest began to yield rich spoi ls. But lighting skills 

were crucial; their exercise gave people access to certain roles (the war

rior) that were sources of prestige and status. Simply in terms of physical 
strength, women al the upper end of the scale, falling in the area of over

lap, would have been superior fighters in comparison to men located at 

the bottom end of the male scale of physical strength, and yet these 
"genetically endowed" potential female warriors were excluded from the 

prestigious (ole.38 Moreover, because physical strength can be amplified 
by training, exclusion meant that the overlap area was arti ficially reduced 

in size: 

Biology can feed back onto biology through social distinctions: for hormonal 

reasons, women, on the ayerage (but only on the average), have a different 
proportion of muscle to fat than men, and this has the consequence that 

women, on the average (but only on the average), can exert somewhat less 

physical lorce on objects. The division of labor between men and women 
and the division 01 early training, activity and attitude cause a very consid· 

erable exaggeration of this small difference, so that women become physi

cally weaker than men during their development to an extent far in excess 
of what can be ascribed to hormones.H 

In medieval Europe, as the historian Edith Ennen has shown, this exclu

sion from the role of warrior preserved the age·old function of "guardian

ship" as the exclusive domain of the father or other mare member of a 
patriarchal family. In a sense, the funct ion of this institution (and other 

related ones) was to control the flow of genes, by means of asymmetrical 

regulations regarding infertility, infidelity. and ownership of offspring. It is 
important, however, not to view reproductive strata as static entities, but 

to focus instead on the dynamics of their defining borders. Ennen writes 

of the shifting borders of medieval women's roles: 

In the history of women in the Middle Ages there are constants and 

changes-and there Is permanence within the changes. The most powerful 
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constant: ..... oman as the r ich heiress, woman as bearer of successors and 

heirs. This is true for monarchs and peasants, nobles and burghers. The 
higher the rank, the more important th is " function", the value of which. for 

the fertile and the pregnant woman, is calculated in money terms in the 

werenge/d·regulations 01 the Frankish leges [Germanic tr ibal law]. The sur
vival 01 the dynasty depends on her.O(I 

Ennen goes on to point out other constant s. most importantly, the preser
vation of the funct ion of guardianShip. But Ennen also observes that 

women's niches ..... ere considerably broadened by the advent of urban life 
and by the slo ..... replacement (in northern Europe) of Germanic law by 

Christian codes. Prior to this millennium, a marriage contract was 

entered into by the groom and the woman's guardian ; by the year 1030, 
a woman's consent ..... as required in England. By the twelfth century, the 

legal principle of marriage by consent was fully established, and imposed 
marriages were barred, at least in theory. '. In many cases, of course, 

lamily politics still determined whom daughters would marry. since advan

tageous marriages were one of only a lew means for a family to rise 
socially, but some medieval women did acquire a degree of freedom in 

choosing a husband. 
In medieval towns women's niches were widened in a variety of ways. 

Women acquired a relatively high degree of commercial independence (in 

fact, women were more thoroughly excluded from commerce in the nine· 
teenth century than they were in the late Middle Ages<U), and benefited 

from changes in the law of matrimonial property as well as in inheritance 

laws with respect to wives and daughters. Males and females also 
became equal in citizenship r ights, although not in political participation: 

In this way [through improved legal status and hereditary r ights} women 

gained a share of civic freedom. In many civic legal codes, e.g. that 01 Bre

men dating from 1186 and of Stade from 1209, the husband and wife are 
both e~plicitly mentioned in the Important article which states that any per

son who lives in the lown under municipal law for a reasonable period is 
free. Women swear the civic oalh and are entered in the register of citizens. 

The Wife's share of the civic rights 01 her husband continues in full after his 

death .... However, the sources do nol indicate that women played any part 
in the gaining of these freedoms, and those who fought lor them were nol 

concerned with the emancipation of women in the modern sense. The 

medieval concept is not based on the notion of a personal sphere of free
dom; it is seen in corporate terms, and it is the freedom of the ci tizenry as 

a whole, the town community, thai Is pursued.43 
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Medieval Euro pean towns were not only isolated as ecosystems (heat 
islands and lood-web islands) but their walls made them islands in a cui· 

tural sense, places where certain privileges could be exercised, where the 

old feudal restrictions could be relaxed, where new niches (e.g., a middle 
class) could be created. Unlike individual serfs who were bound to a given 

manor and its landlord, urban ci tizens had no such individual obligations, 
although cities as a whole did owe dues to bishops, counts, or k ings. The 

relative autonomy of towns, which varied from place to place, tended to 

be reflected in the institutional norms and rules that slowly accumulated 
within their ramparts. If after some period 01 residence a town adopted 

a runaway serf, these institutional norms replaced his or her own alle

giance to a lord, and this made the medieval town "a veritable machine 
for breaking up old bonds."-« This does not mean, of course, that rural 

immigrants were not drawn almost immediately into other pyramidal 
structures. In Braudel's words, " the peasant who uprooted himself from 

his land and arrived in the town was immediately another man. He was 

free-or rather he had abandoned a known and hated servitude for 
another, not always guessing the e~tent of it before hand."·5 

The urban Intensification that peaked by the late thirteenth century 
created many opportunities for such escapes. Whi le in 1050 a runaway 

peasant had nowhere to go, since towns were several days from each 

other, by 1300 most towns were only one day apart. More Importantly, 
white in 1050 towns were surrounded by forbidding forests which acted 

as barriers to migration, by 1300 these forests were beginning to disap
pear.46 But what was beneficial from the perspective of migrating peas· 

ants was potentially catastrophic for the urban centers themselves. In 

two and a half centuries, towns and their supply regions had grown at the 
expense of the biological meshwork within which they had evolved. The 

ecosystem was greatly homogenized : many parts of the forest had been 

cleared and either converted into agricultural land or simply destroyed 
and used for fuel or construction materials. As one author puts it, urban 

expansion was bought on credit, using as collateral the continent's nat

ural resources. After 1300, nature foreclosed and Europe laced its first 
ecological crisis of the millennium. Prior to the fourteenth century, most 

famines were localized, which meant that regions whose agricultural 
production failed could import biomass from nearby areas. But after 

1300, general famines became common, one of the most severe of which 

struck in 1315 and lasted several years." 

Deforestation of mountain slopes led to erosion and the loss of fertile 

soil. Although some of this soi l accumulated in the valleys below, increas
ing their fertility, deforestation intensified the frequency of lIoods, leading 
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to further soil loss and destruction of crops. This happened, for instance, 

in certain regions of the Upper Rhine Valley."" Soil loss due to careless 
exploitation of the forests' resources, particularly the transformation of 

steep slopes into agricultural land, has been a constant threat to urban 

centers throughout history. In fact, some historians postulate that urban 
life began in Egypt and Mesopotamia precisely because the land there 

was flat and hence not subject to erosion and soil loss. They calculate 
that most other urban civilizations were able to pass their genes for only 

seventy generations before they ran out of soil.· 9 Even though methods 

of preventing erosion were known from the times of the ancient Phoeni· 
cians (terracing techniques, for example), many urban hierarchies in the 

past failed to implement such knowledge. This is another example of the 

practical limits of bounded rationality, and proof that, although some 
material and energy flows can be "socialized" (I.e., submitted to cultural 

control), in practice many are not.50 

In addition to deforestation, the fourteenth·century ecological cr isis 

involved disruptions to the simplified (hence unresilient) ecosystems 

with which cities and their regions had replaced the forest. By shortening 
food chains, human populations acquired control over nutrient cycles. 

For instance, cattle and certain crops went hand in hand: the manure of 

the cattle, which were raised on cereals, could be plugged back into the 
system as fer tilizer, closing the nutrient cycle. In itself, this tightening of 

the cycles was good. Indeed, ecosystems spontaneously shorten their 
nutrient cycles as they complexity. A highly complex system such as a 

rain forest runs its nutrients so tightly, via elaborate microflora and micro

fauna in the tree roots, that the soil is largely deprived of nutrients. 
This is one reason why the destruction of rain forests is so wasteful: the 

soil lett behind Is largely steri le. The temperate forests of Europe, on 

the other hand, do run their nutrient cycles through the soil, and there 
deforestation leaves a valuable reservoir behind. But when Europeans 

replaced this ecosystem by taking control of the cycles themselves, 
unforeseen glitches disrupted the system. For example, as some agrleul. 

turallands specialized, and caUle were sent to the highlands to graze, 

the manure cycle was broken , leading to a loss of soil fertility. ~L 

Components of the ecosystem which lie outside social control, such 

as the climate, also contributed to the ecological crisis. Worldwide cooling 

trends seem to have afflicted the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
Braudel notes that even civilizations at great d istances from one another 

(e.g., Europe and China) may have been connected by global climate 

changes that affected the yield of their harvests and hence the fates of 
their populations. There Is some evidence that the cycles of population 
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growth and decline in the Far East and the Far West were synchronized 
before the eighteenth century; given the relatively low intensity o f com· 

mercial contact between East and West, global climate rhythms would 
seem to be the m issing link: 

A general cooling·down process occurred in the Northern hemisphere in the 
fourteenth century. The number of glaciers and ice·floes increased and 

winters be<:ame more severe. One historian suggests that Ihe Vikings' roule 

10 America was cut off by dangerous ice at the time. Another thinks that 
some dreadful cl imatic drama finally interrupted European colonization in 

Greenland. the evidence being the bodies 01 the last survivors found in the 
frozen earth .... Similarly the "little ice age" . .. during Louis XIV's reign was 

more a tyrant than Ihe Sun King. Everything moved to its rhythm: cereal· 

growing Europe and the rice· fields and steppes of Asia .... All this gives 
additional meaning to the fluctuations of material life, and possibly explains 

their simultaneity. The possibility of a certain physical and biological history 

common to all humanity before the great discoveries, the Industrial revolu· 
tion or the interpenetration of economles.n 

There was another component of urban ecosystems that defied hierar· 

chical control by human cultures and linked the fates of East and West: 

contagious disease. As we saw, urban ecosystems on both sides of Eura· 
sia (and in many places in between) were epidemiological laboratories 

where animal diseases evolved into human ones, and where the density 
of population was intense enough to make the disease endemic, that is, 

to allow it to subsist in more or less stable coeICistence with its human 

hosts. Many of the childhood diseases that afflicted medieval Europe had 
been "manufactured" one or two millennia earlier in the four separate 

"laboratories" that had emerged by classical times (the Mediterranean, 
the Middle East, India, and China). Smallpox, for Instance, may have been 

brought to the Roman Empire by soldiers returning from a campaign in 

Mesopotamia. 53 Although each of these centers evolved separately for a 
while, as the intensity of trade (or warfare) between them intensified, 
they became interconnected.~ 

The long caravans that continuously traversed the Silk Road and the 
intense maritime commerce across the Indian Ocean had emerged as 

the main communication channels connecting the different d isease pools. 
Microorganisms traveled with sitk and other goods through these channels, 

which were sustained by military power, habit, and routine. The acceler· 

ated urbanization of Europe a thousand years later and the consequent 
establishment of regular land and sea routes for commerce had a similar 
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effect at a smaller scale, joining the cities along the Mediterranean coast 
with the brand-new cities in the north into a single disease pool.55 These 
homogenizations of the microscopic component of urban ecosystems 
had a beneficial effect: had the disease pools remained isolated, any con. 
tact between them would have unleashed explosive epidemics. 

However, urban populations were not alone in fostering endemic dis

eases. Wild animal populations, 100, harbored colonies of microbes, and 
contact between these animals and humans could have catastrophic 
results. That is what happened In 1346, when the bubonic plague was un. 

leashed on Europe. The plague bacillus (Pasteurella pestis) had become 
endemic among underground populations of rats and fleas at the foot

hills of the Himalayas. The expansion 01 the Mongol Empire, which con. 
verted the old low·intenslty trade routes into a compleK network of 

caravansaries extending into the northern Eurasian steppes and connect
ing China with Europe, had created new disease channels, both for 
humans and for rats: 

What probably happened between 1331 and 1346 ... was that as plague 
spread from caravanserai to caravanserai across Asia and Eastern Europe, 

and moved thence into adjacent human cities wherever they eKisted, a par
allel movement Into underground rodent "cities" 01 the grasslands also 

occurred. In human·rat-Ilea communities above ground, Pasteurella pestis 

remained an unwelcome and lethal visilor, unable to establish permanent 
lodgment because of the immunity reactions and heavy die-off it provoked 

among it s hosts. In Ihe rodent burrows of the steppe. however. the bacillus 

found a permanent home .... Before the Black Death could strike as it did 
[in Europe). two more conditions had to be fulfilled. First of all. populations 

of black rats of the kind whose fleas were liable to carry bubonic plague to 

humans had to spread throughout the European continent. Secondly. a net
work of shipping had 10 connect the Mediterranean with northern Europe. 

so as 10 be able to carry inlected rats and Ileas to alilhe ports of the Conti
nent. Very l ikely the spread of black rats into northern Europe was ilsell a 

result of the intensification of shipping contacts between the Mediterranean 
and northern ports.S6 

Hence, the same intimate contacts that had made medieval cities into 
a Single disease pool, which prevented their contagious diseases from 

becoming epidemic, now worked against them by allowing cross-border 

contact between urban populations and disease-carrying rats and fleas, 
which spread the plague rapidly across Eu rope_ According to William 

McNeill, it took about 100 to 133 years (five or six human generations) for 
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the plague to become endemic.'7 Nevertheless. because endemic equi

librium may be cyctical. localized epidemic outbreaks of varying intensity 
continued until at least the eighteenth century. In the first massive out

break (1346-1350). about a third of the European population was con
sumed by the plague. Subsequent waves ..... ere almost as lethal. and it 

seemed as if urban and rural Europe were being digested from within by 

weeds (rats, fleas) and their microparasltes. 
The social consequences of the intensified mortality rates were numer

ous. The peasantry and working classes benefited in the sense that the 
survivors found themselves in a world with acute labor shortages. not to 

mention the fact that the survivors inherited the possessions of those 

eaten by the plague. Wages increased, broadening workers' niches sig
nificantly. These might be described as Pyrrhic benefits, however, since 

the urban and rural poor sustained the vast majority of casualties. The 
rich would abandon a city at the first signs of epidemic, while "the poor 

remained alone, penned up in the COnt aminated town where the State fed 

them, isolated them, blockaded them and kept them under observa
tlon."58 Not only the inhabitants but the cities themsel .... es "died," since 

many of those who played key roles in government and comme rce fled 
and key urban functions (business and legal activities. relig ious services) 

ceased operating. 

Despite a general dereliction of duty. government hierarchies did 
respond to the challenge, through a variety of methods, including quaran· 

tines, sur veillance, inhalants. disinfection, blocked roads, close confine
ment, and health certiflcates.$9 Planned response. however, remained 

ineffectual, not only because of the limitations of bounded rationality, but 

also because the cause of the plague (a bacillus) and its method of conta
gion (rats, fleas, humans) defied human comprehension until the late 

nineteenth century. Nevertheless, in the eyes of the survivors, secular 

authorities had at least made an effort to f ght back. while ecclesiastical 
hierarchies had remained powerless to cope with the emergency. In the 

aftermath, the authority of the church emerged damaged (anticlericalism 
intensified) while secular hierarchies were strengthened.60 In the end, 

however. it was not any planned response that stopped the plague. but a 
trial-and-error accommodation to il.61 

There were other social consequences ot the plague. After each succes

sive epidemic wave had passed. the gene flow between classes increased 

in intensity. Cities found themselves depopulated and lowered their stan
dards for citizenship. Venice, normally very closed to foreigners. now 

granted free citizenship to anyone who settled there for a year.62 Social 
mobility increased, as su rv iving elites needed to replenish their ranks 
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with fresh blood. Relationships among cities altered because of the enor
mous demographic shifts wrought by the plague. The eyentual emergence 
of Venice as the core of the Network system was in no small measure a 
consequence of those demographic changes.63 

The Black Death struck a European population that was already afflicted 
by an ecological crisis of its own making. Although the deforestation that 
precipitated this crisis was the product of intensif ied urbanization, we 
should distinguish a variety 01 roles played by different types of cit ies. 
The cit ies of the Central Place system - that is, landlocked hierarchies of 
towns of different sizes-cleared their forests lor farmland, lor the reser· 
voir of nutrients that the temperate forests' soil contained. The gateway 
ports of the Network system, on the other hand, marketed the Indi
gestible biomass of the forest (wood) as fuel or construction material for 
ships. More accurately, the various regions that gave birth to the maritime 
metropolises of Europe rose to prominence by exploiting three different 
reservoirs: timber, salt, and fish." While some Central Place hierarchies 
exterminated their forest s with almost religious zeal (in some cases using 
specialized monks who thought of every acre clea red of demon-infested 
forest as an acre gained for God6~), Network-system gateways had a more 
managerial attitude toward their reservoirs. 

There were, of course, mixtures. Some Central Place cities, such as 
Paris, housed hierarchies that viewed their forests as renewable resources. 
French forests were stabilized in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
partly by decree (the great ordinance of 1573 and the measures taken 
by Colbert) and partly because the remaining forest soils were too poor to 
exploit." Nevertheless, there were important differences between metrop
olises and capitals as ecosystems which influenced their relationships 
to the flow of biomass, edible and inedible . Many of the seaports-and 
certainly all the ones that served as core of the Network system before 
the nineteenth century (Venice, Genoa, Amsterdam)-were ecologically 

deprived places, incapable of feeding themselves. In this sense, they were 
all like Amalli, a small Mediterranean port whose hinterlands were largely 
infertile, but that at the turn of the millennium had served as a gateway 
to the dynamic markets of Islam and had played a key role in the reawak· 
ening of Europe, 

Like Amalli in its hollow among the mountains, Venice, scattered over sixty 
or so islands and islets, was a strange world, a refuge perhaps but hardly a 
convenient one: there was no fresh water, no food supply-only salt in 
abundance . . . . Is this an e~ample of the town reduced to bare essentials. 
stripped of everything nol strictly urban, and condemned. in order to sur-
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yive, to obtain eyerythlng from trade: wheat or millet, rye, meat on the 
hoof, cheese, vegetables. wine, oil, timber. stone-and even drinking water? 
Venice's entire population lived outside the "primary sector" ... (her] activi
ties all fell into the sectors Which economists would nowadays describe as 
secondary and tertiary: industry, commerce. services.~7 

The same is true of Genoa, which was the financial capital of sixteenth
century Europe: the city arose on a small strip of land surrounded by 
mountains barren of trees and even grass.tiS The extreme poverty of the 
lands on which the Italian maritime metropolises were built was partly 
due to the soil depletion caused by previous intensifications. In many 
regions in and around the Mediterranean where production had been 
intensified a thousand years earlier to feed the cities of the Roman Empire, 
erosion had long since removed the fleshy soil and exposed the underly· 
ing limestone skeleton. According to some historians, only the soil north 
of the Po Valley had been spared this destruction, and these were the 
lands that later fed medieyal Europe. The regions that had been the stage 

of barbaric invasions and war after the fall of the Roman Empire had also 
recovered their fertility by medieYal times, since military turbulence made 
continuous intensified agriculture impossible." But the land on which 
towns like Venice, Genoa, or Amalli grew still bore the scars of careless 
Intensification. Thus, although many cities in the fourteenth century (e.g., 
Florence) were already importing grain from far away. towns such as 
Venice and Genoa were, from the start, condemned to trade to maintain 

their lifeline. 
There are other interesting differences between Central Place and 

Network cities in this respect. Although the former were better endowed 
ecologically, even for them continuous growth entailed intensification and 
hence depletion. At some point, either trade or invasion became neces
sary to tap into the nutrient reservoi rs of eyer more distant soils. While 
cit ies belonging to territorial states invaded other peoples' lands, gateway 
ports penetrated their markets. In other words (and allowing for complex 
mixtures), landlocked capitals took over fertile lands, at times giving 
birth to a landlocked colonial city on foreign soil and redirecting the flow 
of biomass to the motherland. Metropolises, on the other hand, took oyer 
strategically located albeit barren pieces of rock in the middle of the 
ocean. to control the trade routes that connected Europe to lucrat iye for
eign markets. As Braudel says. " In order t o control the large expanses in 
question, it was sufficient to hold a few strategic points (Candia, captured 
by Venice in 1204; Corfu, 1383; Cyprus. 1489-or indeed Gibraltar, whiCh 
the British took by surprise in 1704, and Malta, which they captu red in 
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1800) and to establish a few convenient monopolies, which then had to 
be maintained in good working order-as we do machines loday."10 

From these strategic places a naval power could control the Mediter· 
ranean (and the markets of the levant) and, hence, the trade lifeline of 
the region. From likewise ecologically poor strongholds on foreign coasts, 

or from foreign gateway cities. European metropolises acquired control of 
faraway markets in India, China, and the levant. From these entry points, 
they captured and redirected a continuous flow of luxury goods (spices, 
for e:w::ample). with perhaps negligible nutritional value but capable of gen
erating extraordinary profits. It is true that some sateways also engaged 
in the colonization of nearby lands for their soils, as when Venice took 

control of the Italian mainland around it (including the towns of Padua, 

Verona. Brescia, and Beragamo) in the early 1400s. But even there, the 
land was soon used not to feed the city, but to raise cash crops and live

stock for the market. Amsterdam, another ecologically poor gateway port, 

and its sister cities in the United Provinces shaped their limited holdings 
of fertile land into an efficient agricultural machine, though it, too, was 

oriented toward edemal markets.11 In many respects, these Network 
cities were not tied to the land and exhibited the kind of weightlessness, 

or lack of inertia, that we associate with transnational corporations today. 

Is it any wonder that maritime metropolises such as Genoa or Venice 
(as well as those regional capi tals closely connected to t hem, such as 

Florence or Milan) were the birthplace of many antimarket institutions? 
Braudel invites us to view the history of the millennium as three sepa

rate flows moving at different speeds, On one hand, we have the life of 

the peasant population, more or less chained to the land, whose customs 
change with the viscosity of lava, Corn, which fed Europe, and rice, 

which fed Ch ina, were tyrants that forced on the peasantry a rigid adher

ence to weH·worn habits and routines and a closed cycle of production. 
This Is what Braudel calls "material life," the know-how and traditional 

tools, the inherited recipes and customs, with which human beings inter
act with plants to generate the flow of biomass that sustains villages and 

towns. This body of knowledge resists innovations and hence changes 

very slowly, as if history barely flowed through it. One historian suggests 
that one needs observational timescales a millennium long to understand 

the agrarian structures of Il aly.12 The peasant masses are, in a sense, 

like the assemblage of flora at the base of natural ecosystems, an immo

bile engine that creates the energy which makes everything around 

them move. 
Ned comes the world of markets and commercial life, where the flow 

of history becomes less viscous. Braudel calls market towns "accelera-
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tors of all historical time. "n Although peasants sometimes came to the 

city market of their own accord, more otten than not they were forced 

to come, and to that extent we may say that towns fed on them, or parts 
of them, much as an herbivore does. So above the bottom layer of 
material life 

comes the favoured terrain of the market economy with its many hori

lontal ~mmunicatj~ns between the different markets; here a degree of 
automatic coordination usuaUy links supply, demand and prices. Then 

alongside. or rather above this layer, comes the zone 01 the anti.market 

where the great predators roam and the law of the jungle operates. ThIS~ 
today as in the past, before and alter the industrial revolution_Is the real 
home of capitalism.?4 

Thl~ is the layer of maximum mobility. where large amounts of financial 

capital, for exa~ple. flowed continuously from one highly profitable area 
to another, defying frontiers and accelerating many historical processes. 
In summary, according to Braudel, the European economy comprised 

thre.e spheres or layers: the inertial peasant layer, which was the source 

of biomass flow; the market economy, which set surpluses into motion by 

~eans of th~ ffow of money; and the antfmarket, where money detached 
Itself from biomass, becoming a mobile mutant flow capable of I" " . . . . , . "ves Ing 
In any actIVity that IntenSified the production of profits. This ultimate 

layer may be .pr.oPerly caJled "predatory" to emphasize its noncompetitive 
~nd m~nopollstJC (or oligopolistic) nature. Antimarkets, of course, coex

Isted With other predators (or as McNeiJl calls them, "macroparasites"'$), 
such as central states and feUdal hierarchies. which also derived their 
sustenance by tapping into the energetic flows produced by others via 
taxes, rents, or forced labor. ' 

These hierarchies (aU urban in the case of medieval Italy) sometimes 

metamorphosed from one type of macroparasite into another. Wealthy 

merchants an~ .fi~anciers, for Instance, would retire from business and 
b~y land, saCrifiCing their mobility in hopes of acqUiring access to the 

aristocracy and the opportunity to spread their genes across class barri
ers. Noble landlords, on the other hand, would sometimes take advan. 

tag~ of their monopoli.es of ~Oil, timber, and mineral depOSits to play 
antlmark~t rOle~, albeit lacking the rationalization and routinizaUon that 

characterized big bUSiness. More often than not, however, these noble

men collaborated in the transfer of surpluses from agricultural regions 
As Europe's urban ecosystems expanded and multiplied their inter- ' 

connections with one another, they became not only a Single disease pool 

I 
j 

I 
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but a single economy as well. Soon the simple relationship between a city 

and its surrounding supply zone of small villages was left behind (at least 
outside the lower ranks of Central Place hierarchies), and many large 

towns began to draw their nutrients largely Irom a single, vast source, 

repl icating on a huge scale the original parasitic relationship the indIvId
ual cities had with their countrysides. In other words, during the six· 

teenth century Europe began colonizing itself, transforming its eastern 
regions (Poland and other territories east of the Hamburg-Vienna-Venice 

axis) into its supply zone. As with all such peripheral regions, their rela· 

tlonship to the core that exploited them was mostly negative: their own 
market towns lost vitality, hostility to innovation increased, and barriers 

between classes hardened. Tile result was that, unlike small towns in the 

middle zone which could trade with one another and eventually shake 
their subordinate position, these peripheral areas were condemned to a 

permanent st ate of backwardness. 
In the case of Eastern Europe, its reduction to colonial status was 

brought about by the actions 01 several hierarchies: t he local landlords, 

who intensified their macroparasitism to an extreme (six days a week of 
forced labor was not uncommon for peasants), and wholesalers In ci t ies 

such as Amsterdam who preyed on the landlords themselves, manipu· 

lating supply and demand through warehousing and advanced purchases 
from producers." As this internal colonization was taking place, Europe 

was beginning to develop a core-periphery relationship on an even larger 

scale, this time at a global level. Spain and Portugal, whose soils had not 
recovered Irom the intensification 01 the Roman Empire, spearheaded 

the conquest of lands across the Atlantic, the conversion of America into 

a continent·wide supply zone. 
Medieval cities had attempted a first round of loreign colonization 

centuries earlier, at the time of the Crusades, but this earlier effort 

had lacked staying power. Despite the hundreds of thousands of Euro
peans who had been mobilized for the invasion of the Holy Lands, 

Europe's colonies abroad (Edessa, Antioch, Tripoli, Jerusalem) had 

promptly returned to Islamic control. Much as population density was 
the only means to maintain the domination of urban over forest eco

systems (drops in population allowed the return of banished plants and 
wolves), here, too, density was needed to sustain a European presence 

on foreign soil. And yet, as one historian puts it, despite the original 

massive transfer 01 people, Europe "'ost the propagation game."77 In 
addition, there was another great biological barrier to the success of the 

Crusades _ microorgani sms: 
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When the Crusaders arrived in the Levant, they had to undergo what British 
settlers in the North American colonies centuries later called "seasoning"; 

they had to ingest and build reSistance to the local bacterial flora. They had 
to survive the infections, work out a modus vivendi with the Eastern micro

life and parasites. Then they could fight the Saracens. This period of sea

soning stole lime, strength and efficiency, and ended in death of tens of 
thousands. It is likely that the disease that affected the Crusaders the most 

was malaria .... Crusaders from the Mediterranean ... had brought with 
them a degree of resistance to malaria .... Unfortunately for [them], a per

son immune to one kind of malaria is not immune to aU, and immunity to 
malaria is not long-lasting." 

Genes that provide resistance to malaria (the sickle-cell and beta

thalassemia genes) existed in the southern European gene pool, but they 
were rare in the north. Consequently, Crusaders from France, Germany, 

and England were devoured from within by the particularly vi rulent malar
ial strains endemic in the Middle East. When Europe began colonizing 

faraway lands four hundred years later, she confronted an entirely differ
ent situation. Now her childhood diseases, particularly smallpox and 

measles, fought on her side. As McNeill says, these were a "biological 

weapon urban conditions of lile [had] implanted in the bloodstreams of 
civilized peoples."n In fact, whenever encounters took place between 

human populations that had not been in close contact with one another 

and only the invaders possessed "civilized" diseases, the affair resembled 
a gigantic food chain in which one mass of humans ingested the other: 

First, the structural organiz.ation of neighboring communities was broken 

down by a combination of war (cf. mastication) and disease (c!. the chemi

cal and physical action of stomach and intestines). Sometimes, no doubt, a 
local population suffered total extinction, but this was not typical. More 

often, the shattering initial encounters with civifizat ion left substantial num

bers of culturally disoriented individuals on the land. Such human material 
could then be incorporated into the tissues of the enlarged civilization itself, 
either as individuals or as small family and village groupings.eo 

As Europe began reaching out into the world to create new supply regions, 

European diseases visited near-extinction or, alternatively, decimation 
on the indigenous populations. In one of the first successful attempts at 

colonization (the Canary Islands), the local peoples (the Guanches) were 

driven to the brink of extinction, mostly by the invaders' diseases. Today 
a few Guanche genes remain in the Canaries' gene pool, along with a few 
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words and nine sentences from their orig inallanguage.81 The rest was 

annihilated. On the other hand, in what proved to be the most successful 
and long lasting colonial enterprise. the conversion of the American con

tinent into a huge peripheral zone to feed the European core, only some 

areas (the United States, Canada, Argentina) witnessed the wholesale 
replacement of one gene pool by another. In the rest of the Americas. 

entire communities were instead culturally absorbed. like those insects 
that first regurgitate a soup of enzymes to predigest their food, the con

querors from Spain killed or weakened their victims with smallpox and 

measles before proceeding to Christianize them and incorporate them into 

the colonial culture. 
Earlier attempts at colonizing the New World had failed partly because 

of a lack of "predigestive enzymes." The Norse. who tried to colonize 
this continent earlier in the millennium failed because their motherland 

(Greenland) was "so remote from Europe that they rarely received the 
latest installments of the diseases germinating in European centers of 

dense settlement, and their tiny populations were too small for the main
tenance of crowd diseases."82 The new wave of invaders from Spain 

not only were in direct contact with the epidemiological laboratories that 

"manufactured" these biological weapons, they were the fleshy compo
nent of the disease factory. The local Amerindians, on the other hand, 

though densely populated enough to sustain endemic relations with para

sites, lacked other components of the laboratory; the livestock that coex
isted with humans and exchanged diseases with them .83 

Overall, the effects of the encounter between epidemiologically scarred 
Europe and virgin America were devastating. The total population of the 

New World before the Conquest was by some estimates as high as 1 hun

dred million people, one-third of whom belonged to the Mexican and 
another third to the Andean civilizations. Fifty years later, after its initial 

encounter with Cortes, the Mexican population had decreased to a 
mere 3 million (about one-tenth of the or iginal).84 After the initial clash in 

Mexico in 1518, smallpox traveled south, reaching the Inca empire by 

1526, long before Pizarro's troops began their depredations. The disease 

had equally drastic consequences. making it much easier for t he con
querors to plunder the Incas' treasures and resources. The measles fol

lowed smallpox, spreading through Mexico and Peru in the years 
1530-1531. Other endemic diseases such as diphtheria and the mumps 

soon crossed the ocean, and even some of the epidemics that still 

afflicted Europe (e .g., typhus and influenza) may have also leaped this 
ancient seawater barrier: the globe was beginning to form a single dis· 

ease pool.8S 
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The cultural advantages that the Spanish enjoyed (horses, very primi· 

tive firearms, metal armor) would have been quite Insufficient for the 
task of conquering a densely inhabited territory_ Large animals and loud 

weapons had, no doubt, a powerful psychological effect on the native 

population. But after the first encounters, during which the indigenous 
warriors saw their stone weapons pierce through European armor and 

horseflesh and witnessed the inefficiency of the Spaniards' inaccurate, 

single-shot muskets, these cultural advantages would have dissipated. 
But because the majority of the native inhabitants died from disease, 

draining the reservoirs of skills and know-how that sustained their culture, 
that meager advantage sufficed. Culture certainly played a role here. but 

it was not the most important. Cultural materials flowed together with 

genes and biomass (not all of it human) across the Atlantic. and it was 
the whole complex mixture that triumphed. 

An entire continent was in this way transformed into a supply region 

for all three spheres of the European economy; materialhfe, markets, and 
antimarkets. Sugar and other inexpensive foodstuffs for the masses would 

soon begin flowing in large quantities from the colonies and plantations 
to the homeland. A variety of raw materials to be sold in her markets also 

flowed home. Finally, an intense flow of silver (and other precious metals) 

provided fuel for European antimarkets and for the European monetary 
system as a whole . 

We saw above that while some cities took over alien lands other cities 

tapped into foreign resources by manipulating markets. Unlike the pro· 
cess of colonizing a territory, a mostly biological affair, penetrating for

eign markets (such as the huge Indian or Chinese markets, which rivaled 
those of Europe until the eighteenth century) involved large quantities of 

metallic money. Silver (rather than infectious diseases) played the role of 
"predigestive enzyme" here. Thanks in part to the steady flow of metal 

from American deposits, the European monetary system "was projected 

over the whole world, a vast net thrown over the wealth of other continents. 
It was no minor detail that for Europe's gain the treasures of America 

were exported as far as the Far East, to be converted into local money or 

ingots in the sixteenth century. Europe was beginning to devour, to digest 
the world."66 

Central Place capitals such as Madrid, Network-system metropolises 

such as Amsterdam, and hybrids such as London used their own biologi
calor mineral materials to dissolve foreign defenses, break apart loyal· 

ties. weaken the grip of indigenous traditions. After gaining entry onto 

foreign soil this way, a massive transfer of people, plants, and animals 
was necessary to establish a permanent European presence. In some 
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areas of the world, particularly those that had been used as gateways to 
exploi t foreign markets, the new colonies would fail much as those estab
lished during the Crusades had. But in other parts, Western colonizers 
would indeed win the propagation game and, with it. access to the most 
fertile and productive lands of the planet. 
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